In this paper, we launch a program to describe and classify modular invariant representations of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras and superalgebras. We prove a character formula for a large class of highest weight representations L(A) of a Kac-Moody algebra g with a symmetrizable Cartan matrix, generalizing the Weyl-Kac character formula [Kac, V. G. (1974) Funct. Anal. Appl. 8,[68][69][70]. In the case of an affine g, this class includes modular invariant representations of arbitrary rational level m = t/u, where t E Z and u E N are relatively prime and m + g 2 g/u (g is the dual Coxeter number CONJECTURE 1. Let g be a Lie algebra or superalgebra of finite growth and let E be an ad-diagonalizable element of g with finite-dimensional eigenspaces, such that g has only obvious (adE)-invariant ideals. Let V be an irreducible positive energy g-module. Then, trve-2xfTE -ATB/2e C/12T as T,0O [1] for some constants A, B, and C. If E is rational and B = 0, then V is modular invariant. This conjecture is true for the Virasoro, Neveu-Schwarz, and Ramond algebras and also for the rank 2 affine algebras (see below).
algebra B(O, 1)(1), showing, in particular, that restricting to its even part produces again all modular invariant representations of Vir. These results lead to general conjectures about asymptotic behavior of positive energy representations and classification of modular invariant representations. Section 1. Let g be a complex (in general infinite-dimensional) Lie algebra or superalgebra, and let E be a fixed element of g (the energy operator). We call a g-module V modular invariant if the following two properties hold:
(i) E is diagonalizable: V = EAEspeCEVA, with finite-dimensional eigenspaces VA, and (ii) trve-2wrT(E+a) :-A(dim VAje-2XA+a) ( where T E C, Re T > 0) is a holomorphic modular function in iT (of weight 0) on the upper half-plane with respect to some L(N) C SL2(Z), for some a E C. CONJECTURE 1 . Let g be a Lie algebra or superalgebra of finite growth and let E be an ad-diagonalizable element of g with finite-dimensional eigenspaces, such that g has only obvious (adE)-invariant ideals. Let V be an irreducible positive energy g-module. Then, trve-2xfTE -ATB/2e C/12T as T,0O [1] for some constants A, B, and C. If E is rational and B = 0, then V is modular invariant. This conjecture is true for the Virasoro, Neveu-Schwarz, and Ramond algebras and also for the rank 2 affine algebras (see below).
We call the triple of numbers (A, B, C) the asymptotic dimension of V and write: asdim V. Note that for a modular invariant module, expression 1 and m + g u-1g. [4] (b) Let m satisfy Eq. 4. Then The following tensor product decomposition formula is useful for applications. where [7] (,ms+-)(T) = i(iT)r'(0prqspq(T, 0) -epr+qsspq(T, 0)), and p, q EE N are relatively prime and such that m + 2 = q/(p -q).
Putting X(O) = Xp, X(1a) = X2A0 + X2AI, we have for e = 0 or 1/2,
X(E)(T, Z)XA(T, Z) = z
Xn +1,n)6+ ,E(T)XAm+2.n ,(T, z), [8] Osn':t+4u-2 n'-n+1-2emod2 The Lie algebra Vir is the even part ofthe Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond superalgebras, denoted by Vir8, where e = 1/2 and 0, respectively (see, e.g., ref. 13 for commutation relations). We take the same energy operator do and denote an irreducible positive energy Vir8-module by V6(c, h). Given n E 0\{0, -2}, we can represent it uniquely in the form n = 2q/(p -q), where p E Z, q E N, p -q 8E 2Z, and (1/2)(p -q) and q are relatively prime, and let (c) Eq. 8 is the characterformula ofthe direct sum decom- Then the level m of an admissible A is of the form m = t/u, where u E N, t E Z is relatively prime to u, and for t odd (resp even), 3u + t -1 2 0 (resp 3u + t -3 -0). The set Pm of all admissible A (mod CS) of level m is Pm = {Am;k;n : = 2(n -k(m + 3))Ao + ((1/2)m -n + k(m + 3))A1Ik, n E (1/2)Z+, k + n E Z+, k s u -(1/2 (1/2)a', di = a1, where a' and ad are the odd and even simple coroots of g'. As in the Lie algebra case, an admissible g'-module L(A) of level m = t/u, viewed as a g'-module, extends to a module over the direct sum Vir 3 g', and the decomposition formula is in all cases except for those in parentheses (resp if t is even and (1/2)(u + 1) c k c u -1):
L(Am;k;n) = ; q/(pq) hq/(p-q);(n' +l)p-(2n+ l)q(resp-(2n+ l)q+pq)
n''q-2 09 L(A(JJ2)m;2gzresp 2k-u);n'), wherep = 2t + 6u, q = t + 4u (respp = t + 3u, q = (1/2)t + 2u) if t is odd (resp t is even), and Am;k;n = (n -k4m + 2))Ao + (m -n + k4m + 2))Ai.
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